
UNFI Summer 2020 GDS Update 
Wednesday, August 19, 2020 

  
Hello! As we continue our work to bring the Natural and Conventional (legacy SUPERVALU) sides of UNFI together, we 
have some related announcements to share with our supplier community: 
  
  
  
1) Be sure you're consistently contacting us at DataSync@unfi.com - our previous email address 
(DataSync@supervalu.com) will stop working in October. 
  
Please be sure you've updated our email address in your system, and share this update with others in your organization 
if necessary. 
  
• If we don't have the correct contact information for your company, please use our online Trading Partner form at 

https://1worldsync.com/unfi to help us update our information. 
  
  
2) Reminder - ANY item published to UNFI must be published to our Minneapolis/Hopkins GLN (0041130079153). 
  
As mentioned in our Spring 2020 update, the combined future platform for UNFI is our United Core System (UCS), which 
you're publishing to today. We're planning to move to one GLN in the future (timing to be determined), so publishing to 
our Minneapolis/Hopkins GLN (0041130079153) is critical for all new & existing items. If you're not consistently 
including this GLN when publishing your items to us, please start doing so now. 
  
  
3) Our Ocala GLN (0041130029929) has been deactivated, and will be removed from the GDSN on October 30th. 
  
On July 6, UNFI informed the supplier community of our transition away from our Ocala DC (distribution center) to our 
Pompano DC. As a result, we've deactivated our Ocala GLN - if you were previously publishing items to it, make sure 
they're being published to our Pompano Beach GLN (0041130029813), as well as our Minneapolis/Hopkins GLN 
(0041130079153). We've updated our reports and online documentation to reflect the Ocala GLN's deactivation and 
eventual removal. 
  
  
4) Keep visiting our revised Landing Page at https://1worldsync.com/unfi to stay up-to-date! 
  
We've recently updated our Landing Page to reflect these and other changes. 
  
Recent updates under the Key Documents section include: 
• UNFI GLN List document - this always lists the correct GLNs to use when publishing to us, and it's now been 

updated with information about the removal of old GLNs 
• UNFI Conventional - Steps To Synchronize - for a high-level overview of the steps to follow for new item creation 

and existing item synchronization 
  
As we continue to work on combining the Natural and Conventional sides of our business, we'll keep our Landing Page 
updated accordingly. 
  
  
  
Thank you again for your continued partnership with UNFI, as we work together to supply our customers and their 
communities! 
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